IMPORTANT INFORMATION for PHYSICS 201 – COLLEGE PHYSICS, SPRING 2010

Greetings,

You are receiving this email because you are currently enrolled in PHYSICS 201 – COLLEGE PHYSICS for the SPRING 2010 semester.

Rectitation & Laboratory Sections will MEET throughout the FIRST WEEK of class, beginning with the first day of the semester, TUESDAY JANUARY 19.

You will need to bring a copy of the textbook, College Physics, 8th edition, by Young & Gellar,

WITH YOU to this first Recitation & Laboratory meeting.

NOTE: Those assigned to a MONDAY SECTION may, in view of the MLK HOLIDAY, choose any OTHER Recitation & Laboratory for this first meeting that fits their personal schedule; please consult the SCHEDULE of CLASSES on HOWDY for available times.

ALL HOMEWORK assignments in PHYSICS 201 are submitted ONLINE via a text-keyed program called MASTERING PHYSICS.

You will need a special ACCESS CODE from your book in order to register for online privileges. This code is unique to each copy of the text. If you purchased your text

NEW, you will find this code printed on a tear-out coupon; if your book is previously USED, you will need to purchase another code directly from the publisher via the

MasteringPhysics web site

http://www.masteringphysics.com

at a cost of about $45–

We hope you have a successful semester and look forward to seeing you next week.

– Your Physics 201 Instructional Staff